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1o In [2] and [3] we showed that the moduli space of irreducible
anti-self-dual Yang-Mills connections over a compact Khler sur2ace
with positive, scalar curvature has a smoo,th manifold structure. In
this paper we exhibit theorems with brief proofs about a complex
structure on the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections.

Let A be an anti-self-dual connection o,n a principal bundle P with
po,sitive second Chern class over a Khler surface. Then for the
adjoint bundle e the, sequence

0 o(gp) dA l(g,)
d

defines an elliptic complex and A induces a holomorphic structure on
gC compatible with d. We call A generic when the 0-th cohomology
group H and the second cohomology group H of the above sequence
vanish.

Theorem 1. The moduli space Ao of generic anti-self-dual con-
nections over a compact Kghler surface has a complex structure.

Theorem 2. Let M be a compact Kghler surface either with
trivial canonical line bundle K or with positive total scalar curvature.
Then the moduli space of irreducible (i.e., H=0) anti-self-dual con-
nectio.ns over M is a complex manifold.

A (0, 1)-connection A satisfying integrability condition SA-A/kA
--0 is called holomorphic. With respect to the moduli space / of
holomorphic connections we have

Theorem 3. The moduli space (l)o of generic, holomorphic
connectio,ns on an SU(n)-principal bundle has a complex structure of
complex dimension c2(gc)-dim SU(n).p(M), if it is not empty. More.
over the canonical map h o.f Ao to, (fft)o is holomorphic and of maximal
rank, and the image of tlo is open and closed in (A)o.

It is easily observed that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the moduli / and moduli ff/ of holomorphic structures on gc.
It is known on the other hand that over a no,nsingular projective sur-
face / on a rank two vector bundle is a quasi-projective variety [7].
From the sufficient evidence that // has even dimension and each
irreducible anti-self-dual connections induces a stable holomorphic
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structure on gc [6] it is conjectured by Atiyah that //must be a com-
plex manifold [1].

2. Anti.self.dual connection and holomorphic connection. Let
P be an SU(n)-principal bundle with adjoint bundle g. A co.nnection
A on P with anti-self-dual curvature orm F(A) dA--A/kA is called
also anti-self-dual. The group of gauge transformations 7 acts on
the set of connections C and leaves the subset of anti-self-dual connec-
tions invariant. Hence we have its quotient, called moduli of
anti-self-dual connections on P. A connection A is irreducible
(reducible) i d 9(g)9(g) has zero kernel (non-zero kernel).

A connection A which induces a covariant derivative of type (0, 1)
$" 9(g)9’(g) is called (0, 1)-connection. We call (0, 1)-connection
A holomorphic if its curvature F(A)=$A--AAA vanishes. The group
of complex gauge transformations c acts on the set of (0, 1)-connec-
tio.ns C(0,,) and induces moduli space o.f ho.lomorphic connections.

For each A in C the (0, 1)-compo.nent A, is in C(0,) and further

A’ is holomorphic for anti-self-flual A. Conversely A A-A belongs
to. C for each A e C(0,). Sincec we have a canonical map h from

For each holomorphic connection A we have the elliptic complex

0 9(g) 90,

with k-th cohomology group H. By using the Atiyah-Singer index
theorem the index is given by c(gg)+ dim SU(n). p(M). We call
holomorphic connection generic if H=H=0.. Brief proofs of theorems. Lemma 1. For each irreducible
[A] e, V={a e 9’(gg) lall<, $]a=0, Sza=aAa} gives a neigh-
borhood of [A] in .

Let =" 9,(gg)9’(gg) be given by aa-$.G(aAa), where
G is the Green operator. Then we have

Lemma 2. (V2)cH and has an inverse over an -neighbor-
hood V,cH and moreover -, is holomorphic.

To show that each local charts z" VzV, are holomorphically
related we require the following lemma. For each [A], [A] e ()
satisfying =(+Vz,)=(+Vz,) we have that for a e Vz, there
exists a unique f=f e c such that f(+a) e + V2.

Lemma . f depends holomorphically on t, if a=-(t) is para-
metrized by complex coordinates t of H.

This is based on the standard act that solutions of a quasi-linear
elliptic equation with parameters of holomorphic functions of t depend
holomorphically on t. By combining these lemmas we obtain the first

part of Theorem 3.
Now we let A be an anti-self-dual connection. Then we have by
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using the Bochner-WeitzenbSck formula of the operator d] d]. the
following

Lemma 4. H2 is R-isomorphic to HH, where H denotes
H(M ((gC(R)K)) with respect to the holomorphic structure of c
induced from A, and H2-H for A=A,1.

Lemma 5. If A is irreducible, then so is the holomorphic con-
nection A-A,.

From these lemmas we have h(/0)c (//)0. By applying a local
slice neighborhood argument we can show that h is a local diffeomor-
phism. Since (F(A),}=O for each [A] e , the image h(/0) is
closed in ()0. Thus we obtain Theorem 3 and also automatically
Theorem 1. Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and
Lemma 4.

4. Remark. Each [A] e which is not generic gives a singu-
larity of [5]. Le L be a nontrivial holomorphic line bundle with
c(L)/[(o]=0. Then an SU(2)-bundle P associated to L(R)L- admits
a reducible anti-self-dual connection A. The moduli space /is of
course singular at [A]. Singular points near [A] consist of a b(M)-
dimensional open ball, if the base space is of positive total scalar
curvature. Moreover the bundle P also admits irreducible, hence
generic anti-self-dual connections near [A].

Detailed proofs of these theorems and lemmas will be given in a
forthcoming paper [4].
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